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CHAPTER 2
Nouns

Verbs

Adjectives

Items 1,2, 3

COVERAGE

Students will:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Learn to eategorize
Learn or review nouns, verbs and adjectives.
Categorize and differentiate among nouns, verbs and adjectives.
Label nouns, verbs and adjectives.

The teacher who is working with students who already understand the concept of parts of
speech and who alread5r know nouns, verbs and adjectives can move through this chapter
fairly quickly. That teacher, however, should be sure to cover this material so that students
will have a proper foundation. Students will be learning new terms and a new way of visualizing the material. These new teehniques are essential for all students to use from the outset as they are an integral aspeet of the Stevenson approach to learning.
The teacher who is working with students who are eompletely new to gramnrar should make
certain that students mtLster the material in this chapter because it is absolutely fundamt:ntal to later success. The first thing this instruetor is going to do is explain what the
term 'rparts of speech?rm€,ans. In order to introduce this terminology, however, take the
students through the conerete categorizing exercise described in the following paragraphs.

TelI students that they are g'oing to be learning information in a special way. They will use
the right side of their brains to ereate pietures in their minds. (Students in the STEVENSON
LANGUAGE SKILLS PROGRAI\{ have already been using this imaging process consistently.)
State the following: "Get your brains ready to make pictures. Now pretend that there is a
huge pile of vegetables on the floor. We are going to sort them into baruels. How should we
do this?" Young children may sort them by color. Suggest that the vegetables be sorted b3r
type. It is important for all students, old or young, to visualize the sorting process. Lead
the students to imagine that they are putting all of the potatoes in one barrel, all of the
squash in another barrel, all of the peas in a third barrel, etc. E.S.L. students may need
special activities to reinforce this exercise. Often they do not realize that fruit would be a
pile separate from vegetables. These students can eut pictures from magazines and paste
thern in the appropriate barrels drawn on their papers. Pupits who need more practice in
this exercise can be assigned categories of furniture, animals, clothing, etc.
When your students have completed this categorizing vou may proceed to the next explanation. Draw eight large barrels on poster paper. Have these drawings ready before the
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lesson begins. You may want to read the text aloud until you are eompletely famiiiar with

the information.

to your students: rtWe ean sort all of the words that eome out of my mouth.
Each word that I say can be printed on a card. I would have I huge pite of words. Now make
a picture in your mind of the pile of words. Look at the eight barrels. That pile of words
ean be sorted to fit into these eight barrels so that each word has a place to go. I can speak
each one of these words. They are ny speech. Each barrel holds one part of my speech.
Each bamel represents one part of anvbody's speech. We are only going to work with two
barrels right now. The first barrel will contain namr: words. The second baruel will contain
aetion words.tt (At this point you should label the first two barrels on 'rhe poster board 'rname
words" and 'raction wordsrt. You will'be adding labels to the bamels throughout this text as
you teaeh new parts of speech.) We use these new terms instead of the words t'nounfi and
"verb" because they are more eoncrete than the standard terms. Much later in the program,
when students can easily conneet the words to the abstract ideas, we will begin to use the
technical terms.

Say the following

Draw two barels on the board to contain the name words (nouns) and the action words
(verbs). Write the following words on the board:

boat

coal

bead

roam

seek

gate

read

Have the students verbally sort the words into the barrels. Write the words in the correct
barrels as students respond. Concrete nouns must be used at first. Soon more abstract words
(such as ttpaiflrrand "lovetr) can be given. Even when using words such as?rboatrr, the students
may think that this is an action word beeause a boat can move. When this error oecurs, explain that an action word has to be done by someone or something. A person cannot boat
something.

If students seem to have difficulty focusing

and waiting patientlv for a turn to speak during
any oral activities mentioned in the lesson plans, The Game, described fully in Chapter
Fourteen often puts a stop to this inattentiveness.

State that people need to use one word instead of many as a way to speed up what they want
to say. For example, one could say, 'rPass me the stick with the point on one end and the
rubber on the other end", but it is easier to say, ItPass the pencil" because the one word
'rpenciltnames the stick. Point to objects in the room and ask what their names are. Tell
your students that these are name words and that they go into the name barrel. Pupils will
discover that many English words, such as ?tload?', I'mail't, and "sail" can be used as name
words or action words. When the students find such a word, they should put it into both
baruels. Most of the action words are abstract. Students need help with such words. Be
patient. Do not show irritation when students stumble. As you teach this lesson, eontinually
compare name words to action words. A dog is the name of an animal. An apple is the name
of a fruit. You cannot dog. You cannot apple. You can jump. Have your pupils jump. You
can chew. Ask your students to chew.

At this point, very briefly introduce the standard, more abstract terminology. Tetl students
that name words are also called nouns and are labeled with the letter N and that action
words are also called verbs and are labeled with the letter V. As vou explain this, put the
words trdogr? andrrchewrr on the board and label them.
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Example: olg

chew

Remember, in the early chapters of this book you should use the concrete terms "name
wordr?and I'action word". When students are very comfortable with these terms, vou will
then linkrrname word" totrnoun, and rtaetion wordt' to "verb". Eventually, you will use
only the standard terms with your students.

ACTTVTIIES FOR NOUNS AND VERBS

1. Students can turn to the EXERCISE section of their grammar notebooks. Each person
is to make two eolumns on lined paper, draw a barrel on the top of each column, and label
the first barrelttn&me wordst' and the second barrel "action words't. While the students are
doing this, the teacher should write the following on the board:

hair goat jeep hide weep toad bleed grain bring g"ape

stove

Have students copy these words into the corueet columns on their exereise page. They
should also label name words (nouns) and action words (verbs) by writing an N over the name
words and a V over the action words. Tell students that they can test for name words (nouns)
by putting the word "the't in front of the word that they think is a name word. Ex. The
crime (name word). You cannot crime something. Each day revierv this work by doing these
exercises with the students and assigning new words. Word lists can be found in the back of
the Stevenson Basic and Intermediate Reading Books, or teachers can develop their own.

2. Students who are eonfused about name words (nouns) ca.n create picture dictionaries.
They can choose words which mean things or people which, in turn, they can draw. Each word
can be printed on one small piece of paper. Pages can be amanged in alphabetical order and
fastened together to make small books. Assure those students who do not like drawing that
stick figures are perfectly adequate.
3.

To help anehor the concept of aetion words (verbs), students can seleet aetion words from
a word list to act out. A pantomine game ean be played as students perform the action of the
words which they find and classmates guess the action. Some students may fall into a trap
here without teaeher intervention. A student may try to demonstrate the word sad. It is
important for the teacher to ask the child, 'rCan you do it? Can you sad? You can ery. You
can laugho but you cannot sad. If you use, 'Joe sads a frown', it does not make sense.tt Older
students may feel more comfortable cutting out or drawing pictures of people doing these
aetions.

ADJECTTVES

After completing the work on name words (nouns) and action words (verbs), students are
ready to learn about painting words (adjectives). A new barrel is needed to put these words
in. (Lanel a third barrel on the poster board.) Explain to the class that painting words (adjectives) tell us more about name words (nouns). They paint us a clear picture.
The following activity is a way to make this idea more concrete for the students. Give eaeh
student two small pieces of drawing paper and some cravons or markers. Ask them to draw
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a picture of a house. On the board write:

1.

A house-

Have the students displa5r the pictures. Now write on the board:

2.

A small, green, messy house.

Students should draw this house on their second sheet of paper. Dispiay these pictures.
Through diseussion, bring out the fact that painting words (adjectives) netp us to see more
about name words (nouns). Explain that painting words want name worcls to sit right next
to them. (Later students will learn that predicate adjectives sit in another place.) Have
the students make a half circle starting at the painting word (adjective) and ending on the
name word (noun) with lines to make an anow pointing to the name rvord.

Example:

ni/e

,i*y

Ask the students to write five name words in a column in the middle of a lined piece of
paper in the EXERCISE SECTION of their notebooks. Ask what barrel these words go into.
Students should answer, 'tName word barrelt. While they are writing their words on their
EXERCISE page, the teacher should write the following words in a column on the board:
toad
boat
pail
snake

lake

Tell the class that you want to know more about each of these words. Put the word "tiny"
at the left side of the word "toad'r. State that this word makes us know more about the
toad. It is a describing word (adjective) and it wants to stick close to the word "toad", the
name word. Draw a semi-circle from tiny to toad with an arrow which you are about to
explain to vour students.
Example:

ti

The class can add painting words (adjectives) to the other name words (nouns) on the board.
Be sure to draw the arrow and label it with Adj. and put an N over the name word. They
are ready to do the same thing to the words on their papers. Ask what barrel the words
that they are adding go into. They should respond, "painting word barreilr. Keep asking
what kind of words like to stand near the name words (nouns). The ansrver should be,
t'painting wordsrr (adjectives).
The word "adjective'r, which is an abstract term, needs to be connected to something accessible to the studentsr own experience. lVrite the word ?radjectiverr on the board. Explain
that this word comes from an ancient language called Latin. Many words used in the English
language today are borrowed from Latin. Still other words come from the ancient Greek
Ianguage. Parts of some of our words, sueh as our prefixes and suffixes, come from these
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languages, too. (You may have to explain what prefixes and suffixes are. Students who
have been using the STEVENSON LANGUAGE SKILLS PROGRAN{ will refer to them as
'rdoilies" and "frostings't respectively.) In fact, it is sometimes possible to learn the meaning
of an English word by knowing what its parts mean in Latin or in Greek. (you may also want
to tell your students that Latin is the language of the ancient Romans. Then you can explain that in Europe many of the languages spoken today are called Romance Languages because they come from the old Latin language of the Ancient Romans. Some of these languages are Spanish, Portuguese, Freneh and ltalian.)

Just below the word ttadjective'r, write, 'tad = to
Example: adjective

(Latin)

ad =

to

(Engtish)

Explain that in Latin, trad,, means "to". Then write:

(Latin)

jecto = I

throw

(English)

Below this write the word'rprojector't on the board. Underline the ject of this word. Ask if
anyone can think what a projector is if he or she already knows what jecto means in Latin.
Answer: "A projeetor throws a picture on to the screen.rt

Tell students that painting words are called adjectives.
We throw adjectives to the name words.

t?Adrr means

to.

rUect'r means throw.

,4..

Example:

ru[n s*"l

ACTIVIIIES

1-

Write the following words on the board:
boat
eape

goat
deer
beef
Have the students add painting words (adjectives) to tne left side of these name words
(nouns). Label with an arrow, and write Adj. above the arrow and N above the name
word.

Exampte:

A"
rt[ ;kt

2. Have the students select their own name words (nouns) and put painting words before
them and label. They can find name words by looking around the room.
10
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AT.

f\n
Example: ndat desk
Teacher draws three barrels on the board. Label the barels name words, aetion words
and painting words. Have the students copy this on their own papers. They should divide
the paper into three columns. Write the following words on the board:

3-

neat

clean

real

hair

cave safe

hose pile

nice

fine

Have the students write these words in the correct barrels on their own papers. Note that
there might be some confusion about the wordrtfine". Some students may be thinking of
the word 'rfindrr when they see 'tfine". Write both words on the board and discuss the
differences between them.

11.
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CHAPTER 8
Verb Phrases

Items 10,

11

COVERAGB

Students will:

l. Review nounsi and verbs.
2. Begrn to identify aetion words as verbs.
3. Learn how a verb phrase (infinitive) is formed.
4. Differentiate between prepositionalphrases and verb phrases.
5. Identify and label verb phrases.
6. Add step five to the SENTENCE ANALYSF STEPS.
?. Learn to define a verb using infinitives to form a eomplete sentenee.
Although this chapter might not at first seem to eontain a difficult series of lessons, the
work is <lifficult for some students. You should proeeed slowlv and review eonstantly to
ensure that all students have achieved mastery of the material.
Begin this lesson with a review of nouns and verbs. Tell students that thev mav begin to
refer to'raction words" as'rverbs'r at this point in the program. Again, help them make this
association easily by pairing the terms whenever possible. This review to ensure students'
mastery of this material is critical at this time because the new Work in this chapter depends upon the understanding of the differenee between nouns and verbs. You may find that
you need to refer to CHAPTER TWO at this point to help you with the review.

Put the following words on the board:

goat

pail

see

read

coal

boat

chew

bring

play

weep

Have students take a elean sheet of paper from the EXERCISE seetion of their notebooks. They need to divide this paper into two columns headed nouns and verbs respectively. Each pupil should write each of the words listed on the board under the
appropriate column on his or her EXERCISE page. They should also label each word
N or V as they }ist the words in the appropriate colurnn. The labeling is just one
more exercise which requires the student to make decisions at the awareness level.
He or she has to be thinking in order to proceed.

After this review, tell students that they are about to discover the reason for putting
a tall check mark over the word I'totr in the sentenees which they analvze. Remind
them that the 'rto'r needs to be checked to help them to remember to put on their

30
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brakes to avoid a trap. They will find out all about this trap in this lesson. Explain to the
students that thev are putting on their brakes because thev will need to stop and think about
the next decision which they will have to make.

Put the following phrases on the board:

to the store
to his large
to chureh

house

Have the students ,analyze, these phrases following the SENTENCE ANALYSIS STEPS as
though they were analyzing a eomplete sentence. In step one of the SENTENCE ANALYSIS
STEPS they wili read the whole phrase rather than read the whole sentence. They should
use the signals as follows:

?

to

/

/
.hil
tb church
\-n-^.-4.+

Now put these phrases on the board:

to
to
to
to

jumP
swim
chew
school

Walk through the SENTENCE ANALYSIS STEPS using the first phrase on the board, "to
jump". Have the students read the whole phrase. Ask them what the next step would be.
As they respond, put a tall check mark over the word I'totr on the board. Ask them to help
you with the third step. Ask students if the phrase on the board is a prepositional phrase.
Students may answer eorectly and say that it is not. Whether or not they answer correctly,
it is important to lead them through this proeess slowly and deliberately. Telt them to look
at the word 'tjumpt'. Ask if the word "jumprr is a noun or a verb. If students have mastered
the material in CHAPTER TWO, they should see that "jump" is a verb. Ask students what
kind of word a prepositional phrase ends with. Thev should know that it ends with a noun.
TelI them that since "jump" is a verb rather than a noun, the phrase 'rto jump" cannot be a
prepositional phrase. Tell students that thev will soon learn what it is. Now they are readv
to proceed to Step Four of the SENTENCE ANALYSIS STEPS. When thev check to see if
there are any adjectives in the phrase, they should be aware of the fact that there are none.

Now tell students that they are ready for a new step in the SENTENCE ANALYSIS STEPS.
Explain that the check mark over the word "to't in a sentence reminds us to put on our brakes.

3t
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it and remember to check the word at the end of the phrase. If it is a noun, then
we know that the phrase is a prepositional phrase. If the word following the word 'rto'r is
a verb, then we know that it is not a prepositional phrase and we go on to Step Four to
look for adjectives. At this point, we look at the phrase again. Sinee the word following
the "to" is a verb, we call this phrase a verb phrase. Tell students that we mark verb
phrases with the wavv phrase line ancl put two straight lines under the verb. Thev are to
Iabel P over "toil and V over "jump".
We see

i

,/b v
Example: td jump
€

From now on' two straight lines under a word wiil be the signal for a verb. Tell students
that two straight lines will require them to put more action into their pencils to make the
two lines. Conneet this thought with the idea that verbs show action. Tell students that
this kind of thinking helps their brains produce pictures to help them remember things which
they need to learn.

Initially' we will call this type of phrase a 'tverb phrase' because the term "infinitiver is too
abstraet for most students to learn at this point. Tell the class that the phrase t'to jump" is
a verb phrase and that later we will calt it an infinitive. If anyone does recall the worrl
I'infinitive" in the future, compliments are in order.
Walk through the remaining phrases in the same manner. Help students notice that the
phrase t'to sehooltris not a verb phrase, but a prepositional phrase because the word 'rsehoolr
is a noun, not a verb.

At this point, the students should add the following step to their SENTENCE ANALYSIS
STEPS. You should be sure to write the appropriate information on the board for them to
copy. (Remind students to leave several extra lines at the end of Step Four to add information about adjectives which will be given in later chapters.)

5.

Verb phrases
to + verb

(Have students leave about trvo lines empty between this item and the
adding more information about verb phrases in a subsequent chapter.)

next. They will

be

Put the following sentenee on the board for students to copy on a clean EXERCISE page
from their notebooks:
In the evening Kevin liked to talk to the zebra.
Then, take 5rour class through the following dialogue, demonstrating the proeess on the
board as students respond and eaeh student marks signals appropriately on the sentence on
his or her EXERCISE page.

If students are still unsure of the sequence of SENTENCE ANALYSIS STEPS,
use the

chart on the waII or in their notebooks.
32
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ask them to

Teacher:

What is the first thing you do to a sentence?
unison): Read the whole sentenee.
Teacher: What is the seeond step?
Students: Check the "to's".
Teacher: What is the third step?
Students: i\{ark the prepositional phrases with a wavy line and signal N for nouns and P
for prepositions.
Teacher: What kind of word does a prepositionai phrase end with?
Students: A noun.
Teaeher: Then look carefully. Are there prepositional phrases ending with a noun to
mark?
Students: Yes, "in the evening" and I'to the zebrarr.
Students (in

(If the students miss one of these or include the phraserrto talk't, take them through the
SENTENCE ANALYSIS STPES using only the infinitive and the two prepositional phrases
from the sentence right now, before continuing the dialogue. At that point students would
begin with "Read the whole phrase.tr instead of "Read the whole sentence.tr)

Teaeher: Now we are ready for Step Four. What should we look for?
Students: We are looking for adjectives.
Teacher: Can you find any in the sentence?
Students: We have the word ?'the" in the two prepositional phrases.
Teacher: How should we mark them?
Students: We should make arrows from the word ilthetr to the word "eveningttand from the
Teacher:
Students:

Teacher:
Students:
Teaeher:
Students:

word t'the" to the word "zebrart and write Adj. over eaeh arrow.
What is Step Five for?
For verb phrases.
How do we know if there are verb phrases in our sentence?
We check each phrase beginning with the word rrto'?. If the word following the
word "to'r is a verb then the phrase is a verb phrase.
Is there a verb phrase in the sentence?
Yes, "to talk".

(Again, if this is not perfectly elear at this point, take the students through the SENTENCE
ANALYSIS STEPS with the phrase "to talk" before continuing.)

Teaeher:

How should we mark it?

Students: Put a wavy line under the phrase and put two straight lines under the verb trtalk't.
Label "to" with a P and I'talkrr with a V.

I*#*ruKevin Likdfud,e-b
J.\Jt-"a.J-,Jt

\)

€

at a more advanced stage of grammar work, they will learn about the
funetion of prepositional phrases. Thev will learn whether they function as adjeetives or
adverbs modifying another word in the sentence. Also, students will be taught more about
infinitives. They will discover that we ean have infinitives and infinitive phrases and an
infinitive or infinitive phrase can function as a subject, direct objeet, ete. To include all of
When students are
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this complex information at this time would overload your class. The important emphasis
at this point should be that of training students to recognize the structures, to label their
parts and to use them in sentences.
DEFINITIONS

In this chapter, your students have been working with verb phrases (infinitives) by processing the information at an awareness level of thinking. Although they have encountered
the infinitive form in eonversation and in reading in the past, their involvement with the
infinitive oceurred only at the automatic level of thinking. That is, they did not really have
to think eonsciously about the structure of the infinitive or its function in order to use it in
speaking or to understand it in conversation or in written form. Now that thev are conscious of this kind of verb phrase, they will be able to retrieve its form from their memory
reliably and put it to good use. They are ready to discover that they can use the verb phrase
(infinitive) to define specific verbs.

Put the following example on the board:
To leap means to jump.

At a more advaneed stage of grammar study, students wili be introduced to the various
functions of infinitives (e.g. subjects, direct objects, etc.). Until that time do not expect
them to analyze sentences in the DEFINITION SEOTION of their notebooks. you should call
attention to the fact that this sentence is both a definition and a complete sentence.
Ask your class what a definition is or what defining means. TeIl them that they will not receive a poor mark if they fail to give the corueet answer. See how many of the pupils are
brave enough to admit that they do not know what a definition is. Do not be surprised if half
of your class does not know. Explain that defining means giving the meaning of a word. Tell
them that in the future they will be expected to define words by using a complete sentence
and that this skill will help them do well in their other school courses. Point out that they
are not going to define things by writing a word, then making a dash, as the dictionary does
because this process will not help them create complete sentences. The sentences that thev
use to define words will not be the kinds of sentences that they ordinarily use in their conversation, but they will use them to deseribe things that they learn about in other classes.

Your pupils should now turn to the DEFINITIONS section of their notebooks. Write the title
DEFINHONS on the board for students to copy on the top line of a new page. They should
write a second title' VERBS, on the second line. Now put the following examples on the
board. Students should write them on this DEFINITION page.

1.
2.
3.

To coax means to urge.
To loathe means to hate.
To soar means to glide.

After they copy one definition onto their page from the board, you should dictate the appropriate example for them to write below it. Do this after each definition. Do not write
the examples on the board. They are to be dictated. Put only the definitions on the board.
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Example: The mother had to coax the child to eat his food.
Example: Gail loathes the work she is doing.
E:rample: The bird flaps his wings and then soars in the air.
Lead the elass through these warm-up exercises every day:

1.. They should repeat the dialogue for the SENTENCE ANALYSIS STEPS with a model
sentence on the board to mark as you proceed.

2-

Chant the definitions on the DEFINITION page.

Do not, at this time, ask your students to compose their own sentenees for the new words.
There are several steps which must be covered before they will be able to use the words
aecurately. I worked with a student who was asked to produce new sentences before these
steps were taught. Even though the youngster could give the definition of the word "conceal"
as being'rto conceal means to hide'r, the sentence that the student composed for the word
trThe child concealed in the closet.'t The reason why this is incorrect would
'rconceal" was,
be too difficult for students to absorb at this time. Any explanation would be promptly forgotten beeause they would not be using the word enough. In order to process the material
correctly, the student needs to apply a logic which is immediately useful.
Keep in mind that you are constantly helping your studbnts develop a system which they can
use to express themselves more easily and clearly. The process cannot take place in a few
lessons. The continuous chanting of the definitions, the writing to dictation of the sentenee
examples and the acquisition of several other steps has to take place before your pupils will
begin to generate their own sentences successfully.

ACflVTflES

1.

Have the students compose six verb phrases (infinitives) on a clean EXERCISE page. Remind them that verb phrases always start with the word ntot'and end with a verb. Then they
should label the phrases.

2.

Each day the class ean work on one workbook page. The pages covering ITEI\{ 10 are the
ones whieh contain work on verb phrases (infinitives). Remember to go through the warm-up
exercises before you allow students to work on a workbook page.

SENTENCE ANALYSIS STEPS TO THIS POINT

l.

Read the whole sentence.

2.

Check

3-

Find and label prepositionai phrases.

trtors??.

4. Find and label adjectives.
5. Find and

label verb phrases (infinitives).
35
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